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ABSTRACT

Comparative study conducted on eighty dentate mandibular fracture patients at maxillofacial unit of de, Montmorency College of Dentistry / Punjab Dental Hospital Lahore, treated by open reduction and internal fixation (ORIF) by mini plates and screws in two Groups. Group-A, treated by two plate fixation and Group-B, treated by one plate fixation with tension banding by an archbar in place of second plate to provide effective stabilization of fracture segments. Most of these patients were treated under local anesthesia during the period of 1996-2000. Post operative complications were less in Group -B when compared to Group -A, so favoring the use of an archbar as tension band to overcome the tortional forces produced at anterior body region of mandible during function.

Aim was to evaluate of an archbar as tension band in comparison with tension band plate to reduce implant material and minimize implant related post operative complications, with provision of an alternative technique for mandibular osteosynthesis.

Infection was the common post operative complication (7.5%), it was 5% in Group -A and 2.5% in Group -B, other complications in Group A include 5% malocclusion and 10% plate removal and no such complications were found in Group-B.

Osteosynthesis by both techniques is effective in providing immediate post operative function but complications were minimum in Group-B.
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INTRODUCTION

Man is exposed to trauma since the days of Adam but ever increasing vehicular traffic and interpersonal violence has compounded the problem. Increased awareness about esthetic and optimized need for earliest functional recovery to life has posed maxillofacial surgeons to innovate surgical techniques to provide better options in the treatment of mandibular fractures. Rigid internal fixation has challenged the traditional methods of treatment by intermaxillary fixation, use of splints and intraosseous wiring for maxillofacial fractures. Rigid internal fixation has provided precise reduction, superior esthetic results, increased comfort and safety of patients and early restoration of functional life.

Use of compression plates and development of self-tightening mandibular compression screws were included in the learning process to find a better system to provide required stabilization and compression of fractured segment to have early recovery to functional life without the need of post operative intermaxillary fixation. Need of tension band plate with a fixation plate was accepted by many surgeons to get masticatory function during healing period of mandibular bone. Eccentric dynamic compression plates were
tried to overcome the need of tension band plate. Spiessl was able to overcome rotational forces at alveolar portion of fractures by addition of tension band as an archbar. This adaptation provided stabilization along the entire length of the fracture and eliminated separation previously encountered at the alveolar or tension site of the fractured bone. Need for tension banding is evident to get satisfactory stabilization during mastication regardless of the size and type of plates used.

Champy introduced a non compressive mini-plate system, plates were applied close to the tension zone of the mandible and monocortical screws were used for fixation of plates. Mini-plate system needs one plate in the posterior region of mandible and two plates in the parasympheal region to provide sufficient support and stability to the bone fragments to allow immediate function. Studies comparing wire osteosynthesis and plating have proved the superiority of the later. Compression plate and mini-plate systems are competing and successful results are claimed by both. Superiority of miniplates, due to ease of adaptation, unrestricted intraoral application, reduction in implant material, cost effectiveness and results obtained is evident.

The introduction of better biocompatible well-designed plates and screws, modifications in surgical techniques and better understanding of the biomechanics of bone repair have produced more acceptable results and these techniques are now practiced widely and routinely.

Susceptibility to corrosion of stainless steel and release of titanium into local tissues by phagocytosis and vascular transport to distant sites ie; Lungs, are accepted facts.

Use of two miniplates recommended by many authors were compared to the use of an Archbar as tension band in place of second plate in dentate areas to achieve required optimal stability and effective neutralization of tortional stresses during function in mandibular osteosynthesis. Reduction in implanted material has made the procedure easy, reliable and cost effective.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

Present study was based on eighty dentate patients of mandibular fractures in body area, divided into two equal groups ‘A’ and ‘B’. These cases were selected randomly from maxillofacial unit of de’Montmorency College of Dentistry / Punjab Dental Hospital Lahore, after clinical and radiographic evaluation. Forty patients of group “A” were treated by open reduction and fixation of two plates on the bone in the area from below apices of teeth and lower border of the mandibular bone across the fracture line having two screws on either side of the fracture line separated by 5mm at least.

Forty patients of second group were treated by open reduction and single plate fixation at smooth bone in the area from below apices of teeth and lower border of the mandibular bone across the fracture line having two screws on either side of the fracture line. Stainless steel half round wire was adapted to the buccal side of teeth across the fracture line along the dental arch involving at least two teeth on either side and fixed by soft stainless steel wire of 0.5 mm diameter to act as tension band. High torque drill machine having speed less than 1000 rpm (revolution per minute) with continuous copious irrigation was used to avoid over heating during drilling hole into bone for insertion of screws.

**PROCEDURE**

The face and operating site was prepared and the patient was draped with sterile towels. Anesthetic solution, 2% lignocaine with 1; 100,000 adrenaline was administered for getting local as well as regional block. Infiltration of anesthetic solution was given at proposed surgery site for reduction of bleeding. While some uncooperative or opting few cases were operated under general anesthesia.

Prior to surgical proceedings temporary intermaxillary fixation was carefully established to get accurate pre traumatic occlusion.

Mucoperiosteal incision was made in the buccal or labial sulcus across the fracture line and flap was reflected to get access to the fractured site.

Monocortical screws were inserted into the bone on either side of fractured line and soft stainless steel wire of 0.5 mm was twisted around the screws by making figure of 8 to approximate and stabilize the fractured segments.

Plates were accurately adapted and fixed with at least two screws on either side of the fracture line.
Continuous and copious irrigation with normal saline, of drill bit and surrounding area was maintained during drilling. Second plate in group A was fixed similarly at a distance of 5mm at least fig-2.

Temporary intermaxillary fixation and figure 8 wiring was removed. Functional occlusion was reevaluated and wound was closed with 3/0 vicryl in layers.

In group- B second plate was omitted and halfround wire was adapted and fixed across the fracture line as in fig-4.

**POST OPERATIVE COMPLICATION CRITERIAS AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS**

Post operative morbidity for both groups 'A' and 'B' was assessed by given criteria. Infection was recorded when it was manifested by abscess formation. Malocclusion was based on evaluation of occlusion, checked for maximum interdigitation, Midline relationship, Molar relationship, Canine relationship, Attrition wear facet relationship. Patient's feelings regarding any abnormality during mastication, when present were sorted by using articulation paper clinically. Patients were asked about the presence of a subjective sensation of hypoesthesia or numbness of lips and mental region, for difference in the nature of sensation when compared with non-injured side and with the skin of the cheek. Sensory testing was performed using light touch with cotton wool and sharp/blunt differentiation with a dental probe on the skin of the chin and lower lip. Plate was removed when exposed or when infection persisted with consistent medication or if any other complaint related to plate was observed. Persistent mobility of fractured segments if observed after 4-8 weeks of the treatment was included as non-union in complications.

The data was subjected to statistical analysis, test of proportion was applied to check the significance of difference between the two groups at p<0.05.
RESULTS

Majority of patients belong to age group (16y to 25y) 55.5% and 22.5% belong to (26y to 35 y) age group, 95% of patients were male. Maximum patients treated in this study had fracture in canine region of the mandible 72.5%, symphesis region 15% and premolar region 12.5%. Road traffic accidents 70% being the major cause of mandibular fractures, fall 15% being the second common cause, details on fig-5.

Delay in trauma and treatment was divided in three groups, the first groups comprises of patients treated within first week and were 62% while 28% were treated in second week and only 10% were delayed for more than two weeks.

Infection being the common complication in both groups, in total it was 7.5%, 10% in double plated group and 5% in single plated group. Occlusal disturbances were nominal only two patients 2.5%, needed selective occlusal grinding in double plated group, while intercuspal relationships were undisturbed in second group. Plate removal was needed in four patients 5% and all of them belonged to group A. Details of complications given in fig-6.

DISCUSSION

Restoration of physical integrity and earliest possible functional life with minimal morbidity is the ultimate goal of maxillofacial surgeons for management of maxillofacial trauma. During present study the maximum patients were result of road traffic accidents, 70% and minimum in the sports injury group, 2.5%. Most of the RTA was related to motor cycle than motor cars

Infection rate of 3% to 27% has been reported in previous studies with the use of metal plates and screws for the treatment of mandibular fractures,12,14,15,18,21,23,25,26,30Mobility of fractured segments have been the most common technical cause of infection21,23,24,28.5 Technical errors, like inadvertent placement of screws in the line of fracture, poor plate adaptation or contouring, in adequate cooling during preparation of holes for insertion of screws, increase the risk of post operative infection21, 23, 28.5 Technique failure was proved to be a frequent event in the application of rigid internal fixation devices to mandible fractures.4,21 Lack of antibiotics used is considered as a predisposing factor for infection, so the use of antibiotics, as prophylaxis as well as after surgery has been advocated in routine2, 5, 12, 18. Many authors have accepted tooth in the line of fracture as a major risk factor for infection18,21.

During this study there was 7.5% infection in total, 5% belong to group 'A', and 2.5% in group 'B'. Infection in group B respondent to removal of infected tooth while in group 'A', 2.5% were treated by using antibiotics and other 2.5% responded to removal of plate. Non compliance in the use of antibiotics was noticed in 5%. One patient in group 'B' having alveolar fracture involving multiple teeth, got apical infection in one tooth and responded well to root canal treatment.

Overall the infection rate of 7.5% was comparable to previous studies. Incidence of infection was double in group 'A' when compared to group 'B'. It favors the assumption that reduction of implanted material has minimized procedural errors and has facilitated easy adaptation of one plate at selected smooth mandibular
bone hence reduced the post operative complication. Lesser infection rate in group ‘B’ reflects that stability provided by fixation of labial archbar was superior to tension band plate. Treatment modality was found to be the major factor associated with an increased risk of infection.

Malocclusion up to 18.2% has been reported in previous studies while during this study it was 2.5% . Inappropriate bending and adaptation of plates is said to be the cause of it12,16,18,21,25 . These malocclusion cases were belonging to group ‘A’, and were corrected by occlusal grinding. They were result of an error in countering of plates or insufficient reduction and stabilization during the procedure of osteosynthesis. Later these plates were exposed into the buccal sulcus and were removed. Palpability of plate, hot and cold sensation or thermal sensitivity felt post operatively and stress shielding effects of plate on underlying bone are reported reasons for removal of plates15,17,18. Potential complications related to the presence of plates were loosening of hardware, related tenderness, swelling, pain, and infection. Metal toxicity, hypersensitivity, carcinogenicity, radiation, and X-ray effects related to metallic implants are rare reasons for implant removal2,5,15,18.

During this study there has been no need for removal of plate in group ‘B’ while 10% removal of plates was needed in group ‘A’. Some imbalance in torque was left during the adaptation and fixation of plate, it initially lead to minor occlusal discrepancies and later ended with loosening of the screws and exposure of the plate. Patients became free of any complaint after removal of infected and exposed plates. Chances of all complications were reduced due to less implant material being used in group ‘B’.

Postoperative removal of archbar after six weeks had increased the stresses going to the bone hence had reduced the stress shielding to minimum when compared with double plate fixation system. Utilization of an Archbar as a tension band has reduced chances of complications related to technical errors during fixation of second plate and screws. It has decreased possibilities of potential complications like stress shielding, Palpability, thermal sensitivity, and others (discussed above). Double fold benefit by reduction second surgery for removal of plate. These advantages increased the reliability of the technique and reduced the cost and fear of the patient.

Removal of plate as a complication was 10% in group ‘A’ and 0% in group thereby the difference between two groups was significant statistically at p<0.05. Other complications like altered sensation / damage to nerve and non union of fractures were not present in both groups.

CONCLUSION

Osteosynthesis provided by both techniques offered optimal stability for healing of the fractures and allowed immediate function of mastication. Superiority of second technique is evident. Rigid fixation by this technique proved to be faster, cost effective, requires less amount of implanted material, fewer problems when compared to double plate fixation. Results were improved by this modality due to easy and better adaptability of single plate and less number of screws. Archbar fixation provided better control on occlusal stability and made minor occlusal corrections possible post operatively without attempting second surgery.
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